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Abstract
The Earth Observation for Sustainable Development of Forests (EOSD) map is a 25 m resolution thematic map of Canadian forests.
Because of its large spatial extent and relatively high resolution the EOSD is diﬃcult to analyze using standard GIS methods.
In this paper we propose multi-scale segmentation and regionalization of EOSD as new methods for analyzing EOSD on large
spatial scales. Segments, which we refer to as forest land units (FLUs), are delineated as tracts of forest characterized by cohesive
patterns of EOSD categories; we delineated from 727 to 91,885 FLUs within the spatial extent of EOSD depending on the selected
scale of a pattern. Pattern of EOSD’s categories within each FLU is described by 1037 landscape metrics. A shapefile containing
boundaries of all FLUs together with an attribute table listing landscape metrics make up an SQL-searchable spatial database
providing detailed information on composition and pattern of land cover types in Canadian forest. Shapefile format and extensive
attribute table pertaining to the entire legend of EOSD are designed to facilitate broad range of investigations in which assessment
of composition and pattern of forest over large areas is needed. We calculated four such databases using diﬀerent spatial scales of
pattern. We illustrate the use of FLU database for producing forest regionalization maps of two Canadian provinces, Quebec and
Ontario. Such maps capture the broad scale variability of forest at the spatial scale of the entire province. We also demonstrate how
FLU database can be used to map variability of landscape metrics, and thus the character of landscape, over the entire Canada.
Keywords: Forest patterns, Segmentation, Clustering, Landscape metrics, EOSD land cover
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In Canada about 42% or ∼ 4 × 106 km2 of land is forested. 28
This constitutes about 10% of all the world’s forested area. To 29
help manage and monitor Canada’s forests the Earth Observa- 30
tion for Sustainable Development of Forests (EOSD) project 31
(Wulder et al., 2008a) produced the EOSD LC 2000 dataset 32
(hereafter refereed to as the EOSD dataset) – a land cover map
of the forested area of Canada representing circa 2000 condi- 33
tions. The EOSD raster dataset is the result of the classifica- 34
tion of a set of over 480 Landsat-7 images into 23 thematic 35
categories focused on diﬀerent types of forest; it has a spa- 36
tial resolution of 25 m/cell. The spatial extent of the EOSD 37
spans about ∼ 8 × 106 km2 so in addition to forest it also cov- 38
ers other wooded land (shrub, treed wetland), as well as some 39
non-forested areas (wetland, herbs, bryoids, barren land, etc.) 40
(Wulder et al., 2008a). The EOSD is a unique dataset because 41
of its continental-scale extent, relatively high spatial resolution, 42
43
and detailed thematic legend.
The EOSD dataset has been used for multiple purposes in- 44
cluding applications focused on “study areas” that use only 45
small subsets of the EOSD as well as applications that require 46
the EOSD dataset to be used in its entirety. Some examples of 47
applications utilizing subsets of EOSD data include: character- 48
izing forest segmentation in a 40×40 km study area in British 49
Columbia (Long et al., 2010) and in Canada’s national parks 50
51
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(Soverel et al., 2010), identifying forest areas for future protection (Cardille et al., 2012), mapping biomass in Newfoundland
(Luther et al., 2006), inferring patterns of wildlife habitat in
Alberta (McDermid et al., 2009), assessing insect infestation
of forests in Alberta and Saskatchewan (Thomas et al., 2007),
and identifying forests most susceptible to wildfires (Gralewicz
et al., 2012).
Studies utilizing the entire EOSD are uncommon. Wulder et al. (2008b) reclassified the EOSD dataset into three
categories, forest, non-forest, and other, and calculated landscape metrics pertaining to patterns of landscape fragmentation
within square blocks having four diﬀerent sizes ranging from
as large as 13,000 km2 to as small as 10−2 km2 . Mapping these
metrics provides information about the spatial distribution of
forest and various aspects of its fragmentation. Using six of
these fragmentation metrics (calculated at a scale of 1 km2 ) Andrew et al. (2012) identified areas in boreal Canada suitable for
future protection against development. Cardille et al. (2012)
used dataset of fragmentation metrics (calculated at the scale
of 800 km2 ) to identify, through a clustering process, twenty
representative landscapes within forested ecozones of Canada.
From this short review and other related works it is clear that
the Wulder et al. (2008b) results are currently the only EOSDderived database which supports the spatial analysis of Canadian forest. However, as the EOSD has been reclassified into
three categories, this database does not take advantage of one
of the biggest EOSD’s assets – a detailed thematic legend. A
database derived from the entire EOSD using an original leg-
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end would support a broader spectrum of investigations.
108
The aim of the project described in this paper is to calcu-109
late and make available to the community a spatial database110
of Canadian forest based on the entire EOSD legend. This111
database contains an exhaustive set of metrics describing com-112
position and pattern of cohesive tracts of the forest. Our novel113
approach is to use segmentation technique in order to divide the114
EOSD into a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive small-115
scale forest land units (FLUs). We define a FLU as a tract of116
land characterized by a cohesive pattern of EOSD categories117
and dissimilar to other, adjacent segments. The result of our118
calculation is a mosaicking of the part of Canada covered by119
the EOSD into a large number of FLUs each characterized by120
landscape metrics that together describe its unique composition121
122
and pattern of EOSD categories.
Our analysis is based on methodology called complex objectbased image analysis (COBIA) (Vatsavai, 2013; Stepinski et al.,123
2015). In COBIA a raster is divided into a regular grid of
square-sized blocks of cells which we call motifles. Motifels,124
the elementary units of our analysis, hold complex content – a125
pattern (or motif, hence the name motifel) corresponding to the126
composition and spatial configuration of the EOSD cells within127
their interiors. The size of the motifel sets the scale of the pat-128
tern to be considered. The division of the EOSD into motifels129
transforms it into a grid of motifels; segmentation of this grid130
yields FLUs. Spatial patterns depend on the scale at which they131
are sought, therefore we delineated FLUs using pattern scales132
of 2 km, 5 km, 10 km, and 30 km. At every scale a forest pat-133
tern in each FLU is described by a set of 1037 landscape metrics134
135
(Haines-Young and Chopping, 1996).
FLUs can be agglomerated further into a small number136
of clusters with each cluster grouping similar FLUs together.137
Broad-scale regions corresponding to these clusters constitute138
the next level of generalization of land cover; we refer to139
them as landscape pattern types (LPTs) (Wickham and Norton,140
1994), and we refer to the set of LPTs as a regionalization. A141
regionalization of EOSD data has been previously proposed for142
the province of Quebec (Partington and Cardille, 2013) but with143
clustering starting from the equivalents of our motifels rather144
than from FLUs. Clustering FLUs instead of motifels over-145
comes a technical hurdle of clustering a very large number of146
objects and makes obtaining regionalizations based on small147
motifels possible. We use a database of FLUs to obtain multi-148
149
scale regionalizations for Quebec and Ontario
150
151
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2. Data
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We downloaded the EOSD dataset at its full spatial resolu-154
tion of 25 m/cell from http://tree.pfc.forestry.ca. The data was155
reprojected to the Canada Albers Equal Area Conical projection156
because the COBIA approach requires that all motifels have157
(approximately) an equal area. Fig.1A shows the EOSD map158
in its entirety with the boundaries of Canadian provinces super-159
imposed for reference. The map consists of 23 categories, 20160
of which are meaningful. The remaining 3 categories are ”un-161
classified”, ”shadow”, and ”cloud”. We combined them into a162
2

single “no data” label. Fig.1B shows the legend for all categories.
The important note about the production of the EOSD is
that it was divided into zones whose boundaries correspond to
provincial and territorial borders, and distributed among four
regional centers, who all had a hand in the generation of the
final product. This strategy resulted in classification discontinuities at the production zone boundaries (Wulder et al., 2007).
According to Wulder et al. (2007) about 6.3% of the scenes
constituting the EOSD are aﬀected by classification discontinuities. The consequences of the presence of these discontinuities
to delineation of FLUs are negligible; in places where a discontinuity is present two or more FLUs will be delineated instead
of one. However, using FLUs for regionalization should be restricted to a single EOSD production zone.
3. Methodology
Following the COBIA framework the EOSD raster is first
transformed into a regular grid of non-overlapping motifles
(Stepinski et al., 2015). A motifel is a square array of k × k
cells (also frequently referred to as a “block” or a “window”).
Motifel’s size, k, establishes the scale of local landscape. For
example, if k = 80 the EOSD data is divided into local landscapes having a scale of 4 km2 , but if k = 1200 the EOSD data
is divided into local landscapes having a scale of 900 km2 . The
scale of landscape influences the final results of segmentation
and regionalization because land cover patterns are diﬀerent at
diﬀerent scales. Performing segmentation/regionalization using larger scale motifels results in a greater degree of generalization of an original land cover and is preferable for broad,
continental-scale analysis. Conversely, performing segmentation/regionalization using small scale motifels is preferable for
more detailed, local analysis. We use a range of motifel sizes
to accommodate diﬀerent potential applications. Internal complexity of motifels precludes using standard methods to achieve
segmentation of the grid. Instead we rely on a segmentation
methodology specially developed for motifels (Jasiewicz et al.,
2015).
Working with motifels requires choosing how the pattern
within a motifel is represented numerically (its signature) and
how to calculate the dissimilarity value between two motifels
(the dissimilarity measure). Following our previous work with
motifels (Niesterowicz and Stepinski, 2013; Stepinski et al.,
2015; Niesterowicz et al., 2016) we use a normalized histogram
of category co-occurrence pattern features (Barnsley and Barr,
1996; Niesterowicz et al., 2016) as the signature and the JensenShannon Divergence (JSD) (Lin, 1991) as the dissimilarity
measure.
A co-occurrence histogram provides a convenient representation of categorical pattern as it contains information about both
the composition and the configuration of land cover categories
within a motifel. Given that there are M = 20 categories in the
EOSD data (see section 2), the histogram has (M 2 +M)/2 = 210
bins irrespective of the motifel’s size. As all cells within a motifel are used in calculating the co-occurrence histogram, the
histogram may be thought of as a compression of information
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Figure 1: (A) The EOSD 2000 product in its entirety. (B) EOSD legend in the form of land cover classification scheme: 0 – no data, 20 – water, 31 – snow/ice, 32
– rock/rubble, 33 – exposed land, 40 – bryoids, 51 – shrub (tall), 52 – shrub (low), 81 – wetland (treed), 82 – wetland (shrub), 83 – wetland (herb), 100 – herb, 211
– coniferous (dense), 212 – coniferous (open), 213 – coniferous (sparse), 221 – broadleaf (dense), 222 – broadleaf (open), 223 – broadleaf (sparse), 231 – mixed
wood (dense), 232 – mixed wood (open), 233 – mixed wood (sparse).
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describing a local pattern of land cover. This much reduced in-180 the Euclidean distance between such vectors as the dissimilarformation is nevertheless suﬃcient to distinguish between dif-181 ity measure. We stress that this advantage extends only to the
ferent types of pattern.
182
process of numerical segmentation and regionalization when
183
explicit human understanding of pattern properties is not necWe use the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) as it was
184
essary. Once FLUs and/or LPTs are delineated we characterize
shown to agree well with the human visual perception of simi185
them by landscape metrics.
larity between patterns in natural images (Rubner et al., 2001)
and because it worked well in our previous applications to
land cover datasets (Niesterowicz and Stepinski, 2013; Stepin-186
ski et al., 2014; Netzel and Stepinski, 2015; Stepinski et al.,187
2015; Niesterowicz et al., 2016). For interpretation of the JSD188
in application to land cover datasets see Netzel and Stepinski189
(2015). Using a combination of the co-occurrence signature and190
the JSD for regionalization of land cover patterns was demon-191
strated (Niesterowicz and Stepinski, 2016) to outperform the192
more widely used (Cardille and Lambois, 2009; Partington and193
Cardille, 2013; Long et al., 2010; Cardille et al., 2012) com-194
bination of a vector of landscape metrics as the signature and195
3

3.1. Segmentation into forest land units (FLUs)
We segment the entire EOSD dataset using an algorithm
(Jasiewicz et al., 2015) specially designed for a grid of motifels.
The algorithm is based on the principle of seeded region growing (SRG) (Adams and Bischof, 1994) but is designed to be applicable to the task of pattern-based segmentation of categorical
rasters. The three most important features of this algorithm are:
(1) that the processing elements are motifels not raster cells,
thus the algorithm relies on a combination of co-occurrence
histograms and the JSD to group motifels into segments; (2)
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because motifels have a significant spatial extent, they are orga-252
nized into a “brick wall” grid to avoid possible segmentation ar-253
tifacts associated with a rectangular grid; (3) the algorithm uses254
a segment growth-stopping criterion that adapts to the character255
of the local pattern.
256
With respect to item (1) we have discussed our choices of sig-257
nature and similarity measure in the previous section. With re-258
spect to item (2) a rectangular, 4-connected grid lacks isotropy,259
resulting in frequent mismatches between landscape features260
and segment boundaries. A rectangular, 8-connected grid has261
two types of adjacency – edge-to-edge and vertex-to-vertex.262
Thus it is possible to form segments that permeate each other
(an extreme example would be the chessboard-like permeation
263
of a segment consisting of “white” motifels with a segment consisting of “black” motifels). A grid that avoids this problem and264
is a computationally eﬃcient approximation of the hexagonal265
grid is formed by laying motifels in alternating layers with each266
layer shifted a half motifel length with respect to the previous267
one like in masonry. We refer to such a grid as a brick-wall268
grid. Adaptive segment growth-stopping criterion assures that269
segments containing patterns of diﬀerent level of internal ho-270
mogeneity are delineated.
271
The most important parameter of the segmentation algo-272
rithm, is the size of the motifel, k. Other parameters are set273
to default values (see Jasiewicz et al. (2015) for the list of all274
parameters and their default values). We segment the EOSD275
with k = 80, 200, 400, and 1200 cells. This corresponds to seg-276
mentation using local landscapes having scales of 4, 25, 100,277
and 900 km2 equivalent to linear scales of 2, 5, 10, and 30 km. 278
Division of the EOSD into motifels, calculations of the grid279
of co-occurrence histograms, and grid segmentation are all per-280
formed using the GeoPAT toolbox (Jasiewicz et al., 2015).281
GeoPAT (Geospatial Pattern Analysis Toolbox) is an open282
source set of extension modules to GRASS GIS v.7 (GRASS283
Development Team, 2016) written in ANSI C utilizing GRASS284
API. GeoPAT can be downloaded from http://sil.uc.edu.
285
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3.2. Clustering of FLUs into LPTs
287
One immediate application of FLUs is to cluster them into
larger and even more generalized regions or zones. A map of
such zones depicts the broad-scale spatial distribution of diﬀerent forested zones in an entire province. It could potentially
depict the spatial distribution of forested zones across all of
Canada if not for spatial inconsistencies within the EOSD.
Note that, in principle, these zones could be obtained via the
direct clustering of motifels without going through the segmentation step. Indeed, this has been an approach taken by Parting-288
ton and Cardille (2013) and by Cardille and Lambois (2009).289
However, by first pre-grouping motifels into FLUs we signif-290
icantly reduce the dimensionality of the clustering problem as291
the number of FLUs is orders of magnitude smaller than the292
number of motifels. This smaller dimensionality matters be-293
cause our approach requires clustering algorithms utilizing a294
distance matrix (for example, we cannot use the k-means algo-295
rithm).
296
We tested diﬀerent clustering methods (hierarchical cluster-297
ing, partitioning around medoids (PAM), and the aﬃnity prop-298
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agation (Frey and Dueck, 2007)). As expected, each method
produced a slightly diﬀerent clustering but all clusterings had
the same overall character. We decided to use hierarchical clustering with Ward’s linkage (Ward, 1963) mostly because for
hierarchical clustering there exists a reliable estimator (the Lmethod, (Salvador and Chan, 2004)) for a preferred number of
clusters. For a description of the L-method with application to
clustering of motifels see Niesterowicz et al. (2016). Ward’s
hierarchical clustering and the L-method were performed using the R software programming language and environment (R
Core Team, 2016).
4. Segmentation results
Table 1 summarizes the properties of EOSD’s segmentations
at four spatial scales. The second column in this table gives
the number of motifels at the given scale and the third column
gives the number of segments. The smaller the motifel the more
segments are created because patterns of land cover on smaller
scale are more particular and thus more spatially restricted. The
last three columns give the values of metrics designed to quantify the quality of segmentation. According to Haralick and
Shapiro (1985) a segmentation is “good” if segments are homogeneous (as measured by the inhomogeneity metric), and when
adjacent segments are dissimilar from the focus segment (as
measured by the isolation metric). Inhomogeneity is a property
of a single segment; it measures the degree of mutual dissimilarity between all motifels within the segment. Inhomogeneity
has a range between 0 and 1, smaller values are better. Isolation
is also a property for a single segment; it is calculated as the average dissimilarity between the focus segment and all of its immediate neighbors. It measures how much the segments stand
out from its surroundings. Isolation has a range between 0 and
1, larger values are better. Quality is equal to 1 - (inhomogeneity/isolation), it has a range between 0 and 1 and larger numbers
are better. The last three columns in Table 1 give the averages
of inhomogeneity, isolation, and quality calculated over all segments in a given segmentation.

Scale
2 km
5 km
10 km
30 km

Table 1: Properties of EOSD segmentations at diﬀerent scales
# motifels # segments inhomogeneity isolation quality
1,780,412
91,885
0.11
0.29
0.60
285,577
13,139
0.10
0.26
0.60
71,515
3,262
0.10
0.26
0.60
7,973
727
0.09
0.25
0.62

If the value of quality metric equals 0.5, the aﬃnity of motifels within the segment is twice the aﬃnity of the segment to
its immediate neighbors. The values of quality for EOSD’s segmentations are 0.60–0.62 – relatively high values for naturally
occurring patterns, indicating good quality segmentations at all
scales.
To illustrate the results of segmentation Fig.2 shows the segments over the province of Quebec. Panel A of Fig.2 shows
segmentation calculated using 10 km motifels. Panel B shows
segmentation of the part of Quebec restricted by the red rectangle in panel A calculated using 5 km motifels. Finally, panel
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C

B

50 km

100 km

Figure 2: Examples of segmentation using motifels of diﬀerent sizes (local landscapes of diﬀerent scales). (A) Segmentation using a local landscape scale of 10 km
(k = 400); red rectangle indicates a region shown in panel B. (B) Segmentation using a local landscape scale of 5 km (k = 200); red rectangle indicates a region
shown in panel C. (C) Segmentation using a local landscape scale of 2 km (k = 80). Black lines indicate segments boundaries. Background is the EOSD raster, see
Fig.1B for EOSD legend.
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C shows segmentation of the part of Quebec restricted by the328
red rectangle in panel B calculated using 2 km motifels. As329
the scale decreases, sizes of segments also decrease to reveal330
increasingly specific patterns. Note that visually the segments331
delineated at smaller scales are more homogeneous but also less332
distinct from their immediate neighbors. This may seem to be
at odds with the values in Table 1, however, the values of inhomogeneity and isolation calculated for diﬀerent scales are not333
comparable because they are measured using motifels encapsu334
lating landscapes of diﬀerent sizes.
335
For each segment in all segmentations we calculated 1037
336
Landscape Metrics (LMs). LMs are algorithms that quantify
337
the specific spatial characteristics of a landscape pattern. A
large number of diﬀerent metrics have been developed and collected in a single computer program FRAGSTATS (McGarigal338
et al., 2002). We use FRAGSTATS definitions to calculate 57339
landscape-level LMs and 20×49 class-level LMs (a set of 49340
LMs for each of the 20 EOSD categories). Our selection of341
metrics include area and edge metrics, shape metrics, aggrega-342
tion metrics, and diversity metrics. In our database the names343
of LMs are the same as in the FRAGSTATS manual, thus we344
refer readers/users to this manual for descriptions of each met-345
ric. We use our own algorithm rather than FRAGSTATS to cal-346
culate the LMs because our algorithm is designed to calculate347
LMs from irregular segments of large categorical maps while348
FRAGSTATS is designed to calculate LMs from a single rect-349
angular categorical map.
350
Segmentation database can be used to analyze a variety of351
forest properties. By applying SQL queries to the segment352
5

database, regions of Canada having a specified composition
and/or configuration of forest categories can be identified. Segmentations of the EOSD at all four scales are available for
download as shapefiles with attribute tables containing the values of LMs from http://sil.uc.edu.
5. Regionalization results
To demonstrate how FLUs can be used to obtain a broadscale map of forest zones at the provincial level we cluster FLUs
in Quebec and Ontario. We use FLUs obtained from motifels
having linear scales of 2, 5, 10, and 30 km.
5.1. Quebec
Table 2 summarizes the four sets of segments used for regionalization of Quebec. The linear scales of pattern (motifel
sizes) are listed in the first column. The second column lists
the number of motifels at a given scale in Quebec, and the third
column lists the number of segments delineated from these motifels. Because segments are agglomerates of motifels, there is
significantly less segments than motifels. Regionalization by
direct clustering of motifels would only be viable for motifels
≥ 10 km, but using segments we can regionalize (via clustering)
the forest in Quebec for all local landscape scales listed in Table 2. The last column lists the number of clusters (LPTs). All
four regionalizations summarized in Table 2 are available for
download as shapefiles from http://sil.uc.edu. Here we discuss
a regionalization based on 5 km local landscapes.
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Figure 3: Regionalization of forests in Quebec into thirteen landscape pattern types (LPTs) using local landscapes having a linear scale of 5 km. (A) Segment
boundaries (black lines) superimposed on the EOSD raster. (B) Map of thirteen LPTs; for legend see panel C and Table 3. (C) Exemplars of local landscapes in all
thirteen LPTs. See Fig.1B for EOSD legend.

Table 2: Regionalization of Quebec

360
361

Scale
2 km
5 km
10 km
30 km

# motifels
335809
53823
13473
1499

# segments
16958
2265
895
277

# clusters
14
13
12
9

362
363
364
365
366
367

353
354
355
356
357
358
359

Table 3 lists the 13 forest LPTs identified in Quebec using368
5 km motifels. Descriptions of the pattern characterizing each369
LPT are given in the second column of Table 3. These descrip-370
tions serve only as short labels and are not meant to be thor-371
ough. Thorough descriptions of segments constituting LPTs (in372
the form of a vector of landscape metrics for each segment) are373
part of the FLU database. The area of each LPT is given in the374
6

third column, and the inhomogeneity metric calculated for the
entire LPT is given in the last column.
Fig. 3 shows the spatial distribution of these LPTs. This figure has three panels. Fig. 3A shows the boundaries between
diﬀerent LPTs superimposed on the EOSD raster. This explicitly shows a forest mosaic within each LPT. Fig. 3B shows a
map of LPTs with each LPT indicated by a diﬀerent color. Finally, Fig. 3C shows the medoids of diﬀerent LPTs. A medoid
of an LPT is a motifel which minimizes the sum of dissimilarities to all other motifels within that LPT; it serves as an exemplar of landscape within the LPT. Note that because LPTs
are significant generalizations of FLUs they are not expected to
have highly homogeneous patterns throughout their spatial extents. This is reflected by the values of inhomogeneity in the
last column of Table 3 which are higher than the average values

Table 4: Regionalization of Ontario

Table 3: Description of LPTs in Quebec
ID Description
Scale 5 km
1 rock-exposed land mosaic
2 large bodies of water
3 shrub-bryoids mosaic
4 sparse coniferous-shrub mosaic
5 exposed land-shrub mosaic
6 open coniferous matrix
7 low shrub matrix
8 dense coniferous matrix
9 mixed/coniferous mosaic
10 mixed/coniferous-shrub mosaic
11 coniferous-wetland mosaic
12 mixed/broadleaf mosaic
13 herb-exposed-mixed/broadleaf mosaic (pasture)

375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404

Area [km2 ]

Inhom.

32525
57900
178500
267950
29600
145475
84950
117975
129450
52500
49150
160925
62475

0.27
0.33
0.23
0.24
0.29
0.26
0.26
0.18
0.27
0.32
0.30
0.24
0.31

Scale
2 km
5 km
10 km
30 km

for FLUs (see Table 1).
It is clear from Fig. 3B that the spatial organization of identified LPTs is in the form of stripes having west-east extensions
and changing along the south–north direction. This corresponds
to the south-north climate gradient in Quebec. The southernmost parts of Quebec are occupied by LPT 13 and LPT 12 with
prevalence of broadleaf and mixed forests and clear human impact (exposed land). Further north we observe two spatially
interwoven LPTs, LPT 9 – a mosaic of mixed and coniferous
forest – and LPT 10 which is characterized by an increased
presence of shrub at the expense of forest. Even further north415
we observe a sequence of three LPTs with significant contri-416
bution of coniferous forest. LPT 8 – the southernmost of the417
three – is almost exclusively covered by dense coniferous for-418
est. Next in the progression is LPT 6 where coniferous forest is419
more open with openings filled by other land covers. The north-420
ernmost of this group of three LPTs is LPT 4 which is a mosaic421
of coniferous forest and shrub. The northernmost parts of Que-422
bec are occupied by LPT 3 (a mosaic of shrub and bryoids) and423
LPT 1 (a mosaic of rocks and exposed land). Breaking with424
the overall south–north spatial organization are LPT 2, LPT 5,425
LPT 11 and LPT 7. LPT 2 contains large lakes and is scat-426
tered over all of Quebec. LPT 5 consists of patches of exposed427
land or exposed land/shrub mosaic which are also scattered over428
the entire province. LPT 7 is characterized by dominant shrub429
cover; spatially it consists of large patches located in central430
Quebec and extending from the coast of James Bay in the west431
to St. Lawrence river in the east. Finally, LPT 11, located at the432
boundary with Ontario, is characterized by wetlands intermix-433
ing with coniferous forest.
434
5.2. Ontario

436
437

406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414

# segments
11556
1647
644
180

# clusters
12
13
10
12

Table 5: Description of LPTs in Ontario

435
405

# motifels
224903
36009
9006
1004

Table 4 summarizes the four sets of segments used for region-438
alization of Ontario. The columns in this table have the same439
meaning as columns in Table 2. As was the case with Quebec,440
all four regionalizations summarized in Table 4 are available for441
download as shapefiles from http://sil.uc.edu. Here we discuss442
a regionalization based on 5 km local landscapes.
443
Table 5 lists the thirteen forest LPTs identified in Ontario444
using 5 km motifels. The fact that we have identified thir-445
teen LPTs in both Ontario and Quebec is a coincidence. We446
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ID Description
Scale 5 km
1 bryoids-wetland mosaic
2 shrubby wetland mosaic
3 wetland-sparse mixed forest mosaic
4 treed wetland mosaic
5 coniferous forest matrix
6 large lakes
7 sparse mixed forest-shrub mosaic
8 mixed forest-lakes mosaic
9 herb-sparse mixed mosaic
10 dense mixed forest mosaic
11 dense mixed-herb mosaic
12 broadleaf-mixed forest matrix
13 herb-mixed forest mosaic (pasture)

Area [km2 ]

Inhom.

8475
148500
48400
79350
177700
28025
23850
55825
22950
147550
89000
68250
15225

0.45
0.16
0.25
0.20
0.26
0.29
0.28
0.25
0.25
0.19
0.26
0.21
0.36

cluster segments in each province independently, and the number of clusters and their character emerge from the content of
each segments dataset. The columns in this table have the same
meaning as columns in Table 3 but the short labels given to
LPTs are diﬀerent from those in Quebec as they reflect patterns of land cover in Ontario which are diﬀerent from those
in Quebec. Fig. 4 shows the spatial distribution of these LPTs.
As previously, the figure is organized into three panels, Fig.6A
shows the boundaries between diﬀerent LPTs superimposed on
the EOSD raster, Fig. 4B shows a map of LPTs, and Fig. 4C
shows medoids of diﬀerent LPTs.
Fig. 4B reveals that the spatial organization of LPTs in Ontario is more complex than the spatial organization of LPTs in
Quebec. Although the south–north gradient is still observed,
most LPTs do not have the simple west–east striping as observed in Quebec. Except in the northern and southernmost
parts of the province, Ontario’s LPTs tend not to form contiguous areas but instead are intermixed.
The northern parts of Ontario are occupied by four contiguous LPTs. From the Hudson Bay southward they are LPT 1,
LPT 2, LPT 3, and LPT 4. LPT 1 occupies a narrow strip of
land adjacent to Hudson Bay; it is characterized by a bryoidswetland mosaic. LPT 2 is a large region immediately south
of LPT 1 characterized by wetland with occasional patches of
shrub. Immediately south of LPT 2, in the western part of Ontario is LPT 3 which is characterized as a wetland–sparse mixed
forest mosaic. Immediately south of LPT 2, but in the central
part of Ontario is LPT 4 which is characterized as wetland with
patches of diﬀerent types of forest. The southernmost parts of
Ontario are occupied by LPT 12 which is a mosaic of broadleaf
and mixed forests. LPT 13 is located along the southern part
of the border between Ontario and Quebec; it’s a mosaic of

C
A
2

1

4

3

5

6

7

8

9

12

13

500 km

B

10

11

Figure 4: Regionalization of forests in Ontario into thirteen landscape pattern types (LPTs) using local landscapes having a linear scale of 5 km. (A) Segment
boundaries (black lines) superimposed on the EOSD raster. (B) Map of thirteen LPTs; for legend see panel C and Table 5. (C) Exemplars of local landscapes in all
thirteen LPTs. See Fig.1B for EOSD legend.

447
448

449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461

broadleaf forest, exposed land (urbanized areas) and herbs (pas-462 6. Discussion and conclusions
tures).
463
The EOSD dataset provides classification of the entire Cana464
dian forest at high spatial resolution. However, because of
465
this high resolution, studying properties of forest using EOSD’s
466
cells directly is only useful in small area studies. The larger the
Each of the remaining seven LPTs are not contiguous but,467 study area, the larger the units of analysis should be in order
instead, consist of numerous patches. A mixture of these468 for the analysis to be meaningful. With this in mind we intropatches occupies the area of Ontario between previously de-469 duced forest land units (FLUs) as basic elements of larger scale
scribed northern and southern regions. The LPTs do not in-470 analysis. The FLUs are (irregular) segments of the EOSD determix in a homogeneous manner, instead there exists a spa-471 fined by distinct patterns of the EOSD categories within them.
tial trend correlated with location along the south-north direc-472 By changing the scale on which local pattern is assessed (the
tion. LPT 10 (a complex mosaic of diﬀerent types of forest)473 size of motifel) we can control the size and the level of pattern
and LPT 11 (mosaic of forest and herbs) intermix mostly in the474 cohesion of FLUs. Thus, we can delineate smaller but more
southern part of this region, whereas LPT 5 (mosaic dominated475 pattern-cohesive FLUs for analysis of relatively smaller areas,
by coniferus forest) and LPT 7 (shrub–forest mosaic) intermix476 as well as larger but less pattern-cohesive FLUs for analysis of
mostly in the northern part of this region. Additionally, patches477 relatively larger areas.
of LPT 8 (mixed forest with lakes) are located in the western478
We calculated and made available for download (from
part of this region. LPT 6 represents large lakes.
479
http://sil.uc.edu) spatial databases (shapefiles + attribute ta8
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Figure 5: (A) Spatial distribution of values of landscape metric “area mn” across the entire EOSD. (B) Sammon’s map featuring the set of 43+48=91 exemplars of
LPTs in Quebec (warm colors) and Ontario (cool colors) having linear scales as indicated by the legend.
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507
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510
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512
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518

bles) of EOSD-derived FLUs at four diﬀerent scales of local519
landscape patterns, 2 km, 5 km, 10 km, and 30 km. These520
databases are valuable additions to the Wulder et al. (2008b)521
EOSD database. Whereas objects in Wulder et al. (2008b)522
database are square areas delineated without regard to pattern523
cohesion, and their attributes are landscape metrics pertaining524
to three reclassified categories (forest, non-forest, and others),525
objects in our database are irregular segments of cohesive pat-526
tern with attributes pertaining to all EOSD categories. Thus, our527
database can be used to address more specific issues with re-528
gard to Canadian forest composition and pattern. In particular,529
many of the local studies mentioned in the introduction could530
be performed with greater rigor and over the larger extents of531
forest by using the new datasets. These arguments also extent532
to broader-scale studies by Andrew et al. (2012) and Cardille533
et al. (2012).
534
Another application is mapping values of landscape metrics535
across the entire Canada. As an example, Fig. 5A shows spa-536
tial dependence of ”area mn” – a landscape level metric equal537
to the mean area of patches constituting the landscape within538
a segment. A patch is a contiguous group of same-category539
cells. Thus larger values of area mn (indicated by red color in540
Fig. 5A) indicates landscapes characterized by larger tracts of541
land cover categories, whereas smaller values of area mn (in-542
dicated by blue color in Fig. 5A) indicates landscapes charac-543
terized by smaller tracts of land cover categories. The spatial544
change of area mn is expected and is diagnostic of the changes545
in landscape character. However, in Fig. 5A we also observe546
abrupt changes of the values of area mn along boundaries of547
EOSD production zones. This brings the possibility that dif-548
ferences between diﬀerent production zones are not only mani-549
fested by discontinuity in classification (as documented by Wul-550
der et al. (2007)) but also by regionally determined cells aggre-551
gation levels.
552
Thus, we recommend using our database within a single pro-553
duction zone, especially for regionalization application. Fig. 5B554
supports our recommendation. This figure shows the so-called555
Sammon’s map (Sammon, 1969) used to visualize the structure556
of mutual dissimilarities between objects (in our case LPTs as557
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represented by their medoids); similar objects are located close
to each other on the Sammon’s map and dissimilar objects are
located far away from each other. We calculated JSDs between
the set of LPTs resulting from regionalizations of Quebec and
Ontario at diﬀerent scales and placed them on the Sammon’s
map. The most striking result is that LPTs in Quebec and Ontario are dissimilar at all scales. Thus although regionalization
map within a single production zone (either Quebec or Ontario)
is fine, a comparison between regionalization maps from diﬀerent production zones is not recommended.
Finally, our regionalization of Quebec based on 30 km scale
of landscape pattern can be compared to a similar regionalization by Partington and Cardille (2013). We begin the comparison by briefly summarizing the two approaches: Our approach
contains 1499 30 km motifels, with each motifel represented
by a co-occurrence matrix. Motifels are compared by the JSD,
segmentation is performed, and the resulting 277 segments are
clustered into nine LPTs using the hierarchical clustering algorithm. Partington and Cardille’s approach contains 1398 ∼
30 km motifels, each motifel is represented by landscape metrics, and motifels are compared by Euclidean distance. 1398
motifels are clustered into eight LPTs using the aﬃnity propagation algorithm. The two regionalizations can be compared
visually using our map downloaded from http://sil.uc.edu and
Fig.3C in Partington and Cardille paper. Taking into consideration that the two regionalization maps are in diﬀerent projections and diﬀer (by one) in the number of LPTs, they show
broadly similar (but diﬀering in detail) division of Quebec into
LPTs. We can connect six LPTs in the two regionalizations as
corresponding to each other. Our remaining three LPTs have no
clear equivalent in Partington and Cardille regionalization, and
their remaining two LPTs have no equivalent in our regionalization. We cannot assess which regionalization is “better” from a
clustering perspective due to a lack of access to Partington and
Cardille’s numbers. As broad scale maps they both give similar assessments of the distribution of diﬀerent forest mosaics in
Quebec. The advantage of our segment-based regionalization
method is that it can be based on smaller motifels (see, for example Fig.3) to yield a more detailed regionalization, whereas

558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566

a motifel-based regionalization is limited by the number of mo-622
623
tifels it can cluster.
624
The presented methodology, consisting of converting a the-625
matic map to a grid of motifels, segmenting these motifels to626
get land units, and clustering land units to obtain broad-scale627
landscape pattern types, as applied here to the EOSD, can also628
629
be applied to other large thematic maps like, for example, the630
National Land Cover Database (NLCD) or to the ESA Glob-631
632
Cover.
633
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